
The Department Of Psychology endeavors to 
support you during the COVID-19 Pandemic by 

offering this quick Mental Health Guide. 

“You can’t pour 
from an empty cup. 

Take care of 
yourself first.”



COVID – 19 AND IT’S IMPACT ON MENTAL 
HEALTH 

Daily, we are bombarded with videos of doctors in face masks, gloves and full-
body protective gear attending to the ill. We stay glued to the news channels, 
get constant updates about the ever changing statistics and awake to the 
news of another new containment zone or potential hot spot, hoping that our 
home doesn’t fall within it. The current situation seems akin to a sci-fi film, 
that we would rather not be a part of. We are now forced to grapple with 
these exceptional circumstances, which bring along with it social distancing, a 
disruption in education, and coping with limited finances and essential 
supplies.
One possible reaction could be the experience of anxiety (apprehensions over 
anticipated problems) and fear (a reaction to immediate danger). In such 
challenging times, such feelings are expected and not necessarily bad. In fact, 
they could be adaptive in helping grapple with the situation. Fear is key to our 
“fight or flight” response when tackling an immediate threat, whereas anxiety 
helps us notice and plan for future threats. However, a prolonged experience 
of fear and anxiety could take a toll, as our bodies work in overdrive to tackle 
threats. 
It is important to recognise the seriousness of the public health challenge that 
we face, and be mindful that reacting from a place of panic and fear is 
unhelpful in the long-term. Looking after our wellbeing can help to reduce 
stress, and is crucial in enabling us to take calm and effective action in the 
midst of this global crisis. 



➶ Imposition of a lockdown, uncertainty 
regarding its duration and when we can 
“return to our old lives”

➶ Norm of social distancing

Things we need to face in the current situation ……..

Thoughts and Feelings you may be dealing with

➶ Ambiguity and uncertainty about the virus 
➶ Absence of a vaccine to combat the virus

➶ Closure of college 
and postponement of 
examinations

➶ Financial issues and 
family conflict/ 
tension

➶ Feelings of loss of control, 
powerlessness and helplessness over the 

situation
➶ Limitations on personal freedom
➶ Feelings of being unproductive

➶ Feelings of boredom and frustration 

➶ Fears about the future - jobs, exams, admissions and further studies
➶ Feelings of isolation, separation and lack of intimacy with loved 

ones
➶ Fears of oneself or a loved one contracting the disease or  

transmitting the virus to others



↬ Set aside some time each day where you will check the news and check it 
only then. Set a timer to ensure you do not surpass your allotted time.

↬ Avoid looking at pop up news notifications on your phones outside of the 
allotted time period .

↬ Outside of the allotted time, give yourself the time and space for your mind 
and body to de-stress and recuperate. This can be done by engaging in 
activities you enjoy and by avoiding constant discussions about the news 
with others.

↬ Inform others about these decisions, so as to prevent unwanted information 
from disrupting your routine .

↬ Workout- Exercising has been found to release hormones 
that aid in inducing a pleasant state of mind. There are 
several interesting workout videos on YouTube to watch 
and learn. 

↬ Sleep- A good night’s sleep is associated with good mental 
health. Diminish screen time and media consumption 
during the evening to ensure you have a sound sleep.

Set limits on news 
and media exposure

Choose healthy over unhealthy alternatives to create a 
calm within the storm. 

The news channels and social media constantly bombard us with information that is bound to be 
distressing and anxiety-provoking.  Large amounts of unnecessary information could fuel the worry 
and agitation you are already experiencing.
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↬ The sudden transition from being in college or with friends 
for a majority of the day to now being at home with your 
family may not be easy for all. 

↬ Even though we live with our loved ones, the interactions 
with them may not always be pleasant. 

↬ During a stable time of emotional neutrality, discuss the 
need for personal space, develop a plan for the same and 
communicate it to the family.

Social distancing implies maintaining physical 
distance between you and others. But that does not 
mean that we let it create a disconnect with our 
loved ones. 
To stay connected, you can:
↬ Call, text, or video-chat with friends and family.
↬ Schedule a workout together over video chat.
↬ Join an online group or peer forum to learn a 

new skill/art form.
↬ Schedule movie time together. 

Remember Social Distancing 
≠ Social Disconnection 
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Contact Details

THE DEPARTMENT OF 
PSYCHOLOGY CARES ABOUT YOU 

Email us at          mithibaicares@gmail.com
Call us on the following numbers : 

Dr. Keshmira Patel +91 9833006150 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm 
Suchitra RoyChowdhury +91 9970203564 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm 
Khushali Adhiya +91 9724086530 3:00 pm to 7:00 pm 
Sayli Gurav +91 8356090520 10:30 am to 12:30 pm
Karen Almeida +91 9833536762 10:30 am to 12:30 pm
Darshana Kulkarni +91 8668287647 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm 
Juilee Lele +91 9607780380 9:00 am to 6:00 pm 
Nisargi Shah +91 9820465866 9:30 am to 11:30 am 


